1. Introduction {#S1}
===============

Avoidance is defined as a behavior that causes the omission of aversive events. Avoidance behavior in response to a cue signaling an upcoming aversive event is usually adaptive and serves to protect one from harm, but exaggerated avoidance behavior is a predominant symptom in all anxiety disorders ([@R1]), and its severity parallels the development and persistence of these disorders ([@R46]; [@R47]; [@R25]; [@R35]; [@R49]). To date, the literature on avoidance behavior is based mainly on rodent studies where neutral signals (warning signals; e.g., tones) predict the occurrence of aversive events (e.g., electric shocks), and the animal learns a predetermined response (e.g., lever-press) to overcome these events. Responding during the aversive event results in its termination (escape response; ER), while responding during the warning signal prevents the occurrence of the aversive event (avoidance response; AR).

1.1. Empirical work in human subjects {#S2}
-------------------------------------

Some attempts to operationalize human avoidance behavior have used an operant fear-conditioning framework in which the subject makes responses to avoid mild aversive events ("unpleasant but bearable" electric shocks; e.g., [@R19]; [@R37]). However, since such stimuli are by definition not highly aversive, the generality of the findings is limited; on the other hand, the use of highly aversive (e.g., painful and distressing) stimuli would have serious ethical and practical constraints. Studies that attempt to address how humans avoid truly painful and/or distressing stimuli have instead tended to rely on self-report questionnaires, which ask subjects to report how often they manifest different types of avoidance behaviors in response to real-world stimuli and events (e.g., [@R16]; [@R63]). Another line of research employs computer-based tasks to examine avoidance of aversive feedback (e.g., point loss). In these paradigms, the subject controls a spaceship, attempts to gain reward (point gain) by shooting at enemy spaceships, and learns to avoid aversive on-screen events (point loss). These tasks have been successfully shown to assess different aspects of avoidance behavior, such as passive and active avoidance ([@R2]; and [@R40], respectively), effects of different reinforcement contingencies and contextual variables ([@R54]), as well as discrimination learning and latent inhibition ([@R12]).

We have recently extended one of these tasks (by [@R40]) to test the acquisition of escape-avoidance behavior in healthy young adults ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@R57]). Briefly, in this task participants controlled a spaceship located at the bottom of the screen and were instructed to maximize their score. Participants could learn that a reward (one point) could be obtained by shooting and destroying an enemy spaceship that was moving on the screen. Every 20 s, a signal (a colored rectangle at the top of the screen) appeared for 5 s. Depending on its color, the signal could be a warning signal (W+) that was followed by an aversive event, or a control signal (W−) that was not associated with any event. The aversive event was a bomb that appeared at the center of the screen for 5 s, during which the participant's spaceship was exploded and a maximum of 30 points could be lost. On warning trials, W+ appeared (warning period), followed by the bomb period, which in turn was followed by a 10-s intertrial interval (ITI) during which no signal/bomb occurred. On control trials, W− appeared (control period), followed by a longer 15-s ITI. Participants could learn to protect themselves from the aversive event by moving their spaceship to a specific "safe area" on the screen ("hiding"). However, while in the safe area, it was impossible to shoot the enemy spaceship and obtain reward. Subjects who entered the safe area during the warning period and remained there throughout the bomb period avoided all point loss on that trial (AR); subjects who entered the safe area after the bomb period began were able to escape that point loss (ER). At the beginning of the experiment, participants were given 1 min of practice time, during which they could shoot the enemy spaceship but no signal or bomb appeared.

[@R57] used several variables to describe the escape-avoidance behavior on the computer-based task. First, *hiding duration* indicated the percentage of time spent hiding during the warning period, the control period and the bomb period. Hiding during the bomb period represented an ER and terminated point loss. Hiding during the warning period represented avoidance behavior and could completely prevent any point loss; if the participant emerged from hiding before the end of the bomb period, point loss resumed and response was not recorded as an AR. In addition, Sheynin et al. defined two variables to describe specific aspects of avoidance: *AR rate* -- percentage of acquisition trials on which an AR was made and *AR duration* -- percentage of the warning period during which the participant's spaceship was hidden, averaged across trials where an AR was made. Longer AR duration indicated that a participant made a response earlier during the warning period and remained hiding longer overall on that trial. In Sheynin et al.'s (2014a) initial study with the spaceship task, the vast majority of the participants learned the ER, while most of them also learned to completely avoid point loss by performing an AR. This pattern is consistent with what is generally reported in the rodent literature on avoidance learning (e.g., [@R8]).

In addition to providing a framework to operationalize human avoidance behavior, [@R57] tested associations of avoidance behavior with individual differences and specifically, those that confer anxiety vulnerability. A large animal literature has demonstrated the effect of strain and sex on active avoidance behavior in rodents. Specifically, female sex and inhibited temperament (i.e., behavioral inhibition in response to novel or aversive stimuli) have been associated with greater avoidance behavior in rodents (e.g., [@R8]; [@R56]). Since both female sex and inhibited temperament are vulnerability factors for anxiety disorders ([@R52]; and [@R30], respectively), these observations suggested that greater avoidance behavior might mediate vulnerability to anxiety disorders in humans. Indeed, by using the described spaceship avoidance task, Sheynin et al. have found the same facilitated AR pattern in vulnerable young adults. Interestingly, [@R57] also reported a double dissociation of sex and temperament. Specifically, although males and females showed similar AR rate, females had longer AR duration, meaning they tended to spent more of the warning period hiding in the safe areas. On the other hand, inhibited participants had higher AR rate than uninhibited participants, with no difference in AR duration. Together, these findings suggested differential vulnerability pathways associated with sex and temperament.

As a follow-up study, [@R58] extended the spaceship task to eliminate control trials and to include an extinction phase, where W+ was not followed by an aversive event (bomb and point loss). Importantly, impaired extinction learning characterizes anxiety disorders, as well as post-traumatic stress disorder, and is reflected in patients' tendency to keep emitting ARs, although aversive outcomes no longer occur ([@R31]). Results from the acquisition phase on the spaceship task were similar to those of the prior study ([@R57]), in that females showed longer AR duration than males; females were also slower to extinguish the avoidance behavior than males (shown by longer hiding duration during the warning period on extinction trials), an effect parallel to the delayed avoidance extinction in animal models of anxiety vulnerability ([@R56]).

[@R58] also used the spaceship task to explore the effect of safety signals (SSs; signals associated with non-threat periods), which were shown to modulate avoidance behavior in rodents (e.g., [@R9]; [@R32]; [@R21]; for review, see [@R58]). Participants were divided into two groups given different versions of the spaceship task -- "with-SS" and "without-SS". Participants in the "with-SS" group were administered an SS during the ITI on acquisition trials; the SS took the form of two background lights at the two upper corners of the screen ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Results showed that such signal administration facilitated the extinction of avoidance behavior (shown by decreased hiding during the warning period on extinction trials); this was a main effect that occurred regardless of participant's sex or inhibited temperament.

1.2. Computational modeling approach and the current work {#S3}
---------------------------------------------------------

One approach for investigating the mechanisms that might underlie these behavioral outcomes is computational modeling. By developing computational models that simulate the observed behavior, researchers can shed light on previous findings, as well as generate new hypotheses that would drive future empirical work. Traditionally, computational models of avoidance learning have used reinforcement learning algorithms (RL; [@R34]; [@R42]; [@R38]; [@R60]; [@R55]; [@R44]), in which an "agent" (model) learns by trial and error to maximize reward and minimize punishment ([@R62]). Specifically, if a response to a stimulus results in a reward (or better-than-expected outcome), the probability of repeating this response in the future is increased. Alternatively, if a response results in a punishment (or worse-than-expected outcome), the probability is decreased. A common computational architecture that describes RL is the actor-critic model ([@R62]). In this model, the "critic" assesses the value of a given state and computes a prediction error (PE), based on the difference between actual and expected outcomes. The "actor" uses this PE to optimize the agent's behavior and maximize the total reward. Normally, RL models include different free parameters, which correspond to specific computational processes in the model and might describe how learning patterns vary across subjects. Parameters include learning rates, exploitation/exploration bias (the tendency to repeat previously-reinforced responses versus explore the effect of new ones; sometimes called "inverse temperature") and sensitivities to the different possible outcomes of the model (e.g., reward and punishment).

Here, we adapt a computational modeling approach that has been previously used to simulate common rodent conditioned avoidance paradigms (e.g., [@R38]; [@R44]). Specifically, we use a RL network model with an actor-critic architecture and apply it to the findings from recent studies with the computer-based spaceship task ([@R57]; [@R58]). We have organized the results section into three parts (2--4); in each part, we list the key findings in the corresponding empirical work, describe the computational methods that were employed, report the results obtained from the model simulations and discuss the meaning of the results in the context of the existing empirical literature.

Specifically, we first manipulate the different free parameters of the model, with the goal of revealing possible mechanisms that could underlie the associations between female sex, inhibited temperament and facilitated acquisition of avoidance behavior. In light of reports of distinct sensitivities to reward and punishment in females ([@R36]) and inhibited individuals ([@R64]), we hypothesize that different outcome sensitivities may underlie individual differences in avoidance behavior, in which reward and punishment are often competing features ([@R4]). Secondly, we use the model to describe the extinction learning demonstrated on the spaceship task ([@R58]). We hypothesize that the same mechanisms that would be proposed to underlie females' increased avoidance during the acquisition phase could also underlie their slower extinction learning. Third, we use the model to shed light on the attenuating effect of SS on avoidance behavior ([@R58]). We hypothesize that since SSs are thought to have rewarding qualities ([@R15]), their effect on avoidance behavior could be mediated by an individual's sensitivity to reward. We then employ the model to generate several predictions that could potentially increase the understanding of the involvement of SSs in avoidance behavior, and specifically, as a tool in cognitive-behavioral therapy for anxiety symptoms.

2. Acquisition of avoidance behavior and associations with anxiety vulnerabilities {#S4}
==================================================================================

In the initial study with the spaceship task, [@R57] demonstrated that this task could be used to assess the acquisition of escape-avoidance behavior in human subjects. Specifically, although no explicit instructions to use the safe areas were given, healthy young adults successfully learned to discriminate between W− and W+ and to protect themselves from the on-screen aversive event. While the vast majority of the participants learned the ER, some also learned the AR. Importantly, individuals with anxiety vulnerabilities exhibited increased avoidance responding: female sex was associated with longer AR duration and inhibited temperament was associated with higher AR rate.

2.1. Methods {#S5}
------------

To simulate the spaceship task, we divided each trial of the task (which lasted 20 s) into 60 timesteps, where each timestep represented 0.33 s ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). On each timestep, a total of four inputs defined the current state: presence or absence of a warning signal (W+), a control signal (W−), an SS and an aversive event (bomb). To simulate the 1 min of practice time that was given at the beginning of the task, each simulation started with 180 "practice" timesteps during which all inputs were set to zero and only reward was available (i.e., no punishment). Following the methods of [@R57], the task then included an acquisition phase that consisted of 24 trials; each trial was preceded by one "pre-trial" timestep where all inputs were set to zero. Then, 15 timesteps with a signal followed; signal type (W+/W−) was determined by the trial type, which followed a pseudorandom but fixed trial order. On warning trials, the signal (W+) was followed by another 15 timesteps with a bomb and 30 ITI timesteps where neither a signal nor a bomb were present ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). On control trials, the signal (W−) was followed by 45 timesteps of ITI ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). On each timestep, external reinforcement could be provided: when the subject's spaceship was located in the central area during a bomb period, a punishment (*R~punish~*) was provided, corresponding to point loss when the subject's spaceship is bombed. When the subject's spaceship was located in the central area during any other period, a reward was provided (*R~reward~*), corresponding to an opportunity to shoot at the enemy spaceship, which could lead to point gain. When the subject's spaceship was located in a "safe area", reinforcement was always zero (no points gained or lost). The subject's spaceship was placed in the central area on the first timestep of each session (i.e., first timestep of the practice period). *R~punish~* and *R~reward~* were set as free parameters in the model; since reinforcement values in the current model were arbitrarily set to represent aversive outcomes, *R~punish~* and *R~reward~* were represented by positive and negative scalars, respectively. The *sensitivity ratio* is defined as the absolute value of the ratio between the values of these outcomes \[i.e., abs(*R~punish~*/*R~reward~*)\]. On each timestep, the agent could select one of two actions: either to "fight" (remain/move to the central area) and attempt to obtain reward, or "hide" (remain/move to a "safe area") and avoid possible punishment (red and green arrows in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In parallel with analyses of the human data from this task, several dependent variables were analyzed. First, on each trial, the percentage of timesteps on which the agent was "hiding" was recorded for the warning, control and bomb periods (*hiding duration*), with hiding during the warning and bomb period representing avoidance and escape behavior, respectively. Similarly to the human study, we further defined two specific variables: *AR rate* and *AR duration*, to assess the frequency and latency of the avoidance responses. The model simulation recorded an "AR" when the agent entered a safe area during the warning period and remained there through the remaining warning period and the majority (at least 14 timesteps) of the subsequent bomb period. In analogy to the human study, longer AR duration indicated that the agent made a response earlier after onset of W+, and remained in hiding longer overall on that trial.

### The critic module {#S6}

The critic module (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) received four inputs each coding the presence or absence of W+ W−, SS and bomb, and two inputs coding spaceship location (whether it was inside a "safe area" or whether it was in the central area of the screen). At each timestep, the critic computed prediction error (PE), which represented the difference between expected values across adjacent timesteps and was calculated as: $$\textit{PE} = R + \gamma*V - V’$$ where *R* was the reinforcement (*R~punish~, R~reward~* or zero), and γ was the discounting factor that made distant reinforcements count less than more proximate reinforcements; γ was fixed to 0.9 in the current study. *V* was the predicted future value, calculated as: $$V = \sum_{i}v\lbrack i\rbrack*I_{i}$$ and *V* was the value of *V* from the prior timestep. *I~i~* was the current binary (1/0) value of input *i*; and *v\[i\]* was the strength of connection from input *i* to *V*. All *v\[i\]* were initialized to zero at the start of the simulation run and updated as: $$\Delta v\lbrack i\rbrack = \alpha^{+ / -}*\textit{PE}*I_{i}$$ where α represented the learning rate (LR), which dictated rate of weight change in the critic; α^+/−^ were the LRs associated with positive/negative PEs (see [@R27]; [@R26]). The value of *v\[i\]* was clipped at a maximum of *R~punish~* and a minimum of zero, to prevent *v* from growing out of bounds.

### The actor module {#S7}

On each timestep, the actor (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) chose between two possible responses - "fight" or "hide". The probability of selecting a particular response was calculated using a softmax function ([@R62]): $$P(\textit{fight}) = f(\textit{fight})/\lbrack f(\textit{fight}) + f(\textit{hide})\rbrack\text{and}P(\textit{hide}) = 1 - P(\textit{fight})$$ where *f(a)=exp(M~a~/T)*, with *T* being the exploitation/exploration parameter ("inverse temperature") and *M~a~* being the value associated with action *a*, which was computed as: $$M_{a} = \sum_{i}m\lbrack a\rbrack\lbrack i\rbrack*I_{i}$$ As before, *I~i~* was the current value of the input *i*; *m\[a\]\[i\]* was the strength of the connection from input *i* to action *a*. To capture the feature that participants were not explicitly informed about the option of hiding in the safe areas, but had to learn via exploration in the game ([@R57]), all weights for the "hide" response *m\[hide\]\[i\]* were initialized to 0.85; since participants were explicitly informed that they should try to gain points by shooting enemy spaceships, the weights for the "fight" response were initialized to a higher value of 0.95. On each timestep, weights for the chosen action *r* were updated based on PE calculated by the critic: $$\Delta m\lbrack r\rbrack\lbrack i\rbrack = \varepsilon^{+ / -}*( - \textit{PE})*I_{i}$$ where ε represented the LR, which dictated rate of weight change in the actor; ε^+/−^ were the LRs associated with positive/negative PEs. The values of *m* were restricted to remain positive.

Unless mentioned otherwise, all simulation results represent the average of 100 simulations, which is comparable to number of participants reported in recent studies using this task ([@R57]; [@R58]). For simplicity, we first set (α^+^)=(α^−^) and (ε^+^)=(ε^−^), as often done with similar models (e.g., [@R42]; [@R44]). Then, we show how specific manipulations of these LRs affect model behavior. Except as otherwise noted, parameter values were set to α^+/−^=0.0001, ε^+/−^=0.00021, *T*=0.00133, *R~punish~* = 45 and *R~reward~* = −0.9. When values of a specific parameter were manipulated, all other values remained constant. All simulations were run using the Xcode version 4.6.2 programming environment (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA), using C-source code.

2.2. Results {#S8}
------------

To test the hypothesis that distinct reward and punishment sensitivities might underlie the associations between anxiety vulnerabilities and AR ([@R57]), we manipulated the values of these sensitivities in the model and recorded the corresponding change in AR rate and AR duration ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When sensitivity to punishment was increased (*R~punish~* range \[25,65\]) and sensitivity to reward was fixed (*R~reward~* = −0.9), both AR rate and AR duration increased -- an outcome that did not match any of the empirical findings ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, if *R~punish~* was increased but the ratio between *R~punish~* and *R~reward~* was held fixed (sensitivity ratio=50; i.e., *R~reward~* was also proportionally increased; [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we observed an increase in AR rate but a minimal change in AR duration -- similar to the differences between inhibited and uninhibited individuals observed in [@R57]. Finally, when the ratio between *R~punish~* and *R~reward~* was increased (sensitivity ratio range \[30,70\]) but *R~punish~* was fixed (*R~punish~* = 45; [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we observed the opposite pattern -- an increase in AR duration but a minimal change in AR rate, similar to the differences Sheynin et al. observed between female and male individuals. Based on these observations, we chose parameter values that could represent the different vulnerability groups \["females" versus "males" represented by sensitivity ratio of 65 and 35 (respectively) and *R~punish~* of 45 (for both); "inhibited" versus "uninhibited" represented by *R~punish~* of 55 and 35 (respectively) and sensitivity ratio of 50 (for both); see vertical lines in [Fig. 4B--C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\].

In the empirical data, inhibited participants had higher AR rate than uninhibited participants ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); however, AR duration did not differ significantly between inhibited and uninhibited participants ([Fig 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). When the value of *R~punish~* was set to simulate "inhibited" and "uninhibited" as described above, the model correctly showed increased AR rate in "inhibited" simulations ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) with little effect on AR duration ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Further, in the empirical data, males and females did not differ significantly on AR rate ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), but females had significantly longer AR duration than males ([Fig. 5H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). When the sensitivity ratio was varied to simulate "males" and "females" as described above, the model again approximated the human data: longer AR duration in "female" simulations ([Fig. 5G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) with smaller effect on AR rate ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Lastly, we considered the interaction of sex and temperament. The human participants in [@R57] included 22 uninhibited males, 24 uninhibited females, 14 inhibited males and 35 inhibited females. We ran corresponding simulations of "inhibited" and "uninhibited" "males" and "females", using the parameters illustrated in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and recorded responding for each simulated subject. Data for all 95 simulations were then averaged, to create learning curves similar to those presented for the empirical data ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Just as in the empirical data, the model quickly learned to hide during the bomb period (ER), gradually learned to hide during the warning period (avoidance behavior), with relatively little hiding during control period.

### Testing the effect of specific LR manipulations {#S9}

Distinct punishment/reward sensitivity ratios in males and females ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) could be mediated by striatal dopamine signaling, which is known to play an important role in sensitivity and response to aversive as well as appetitive stimuli (Tomer et al. 2014; van der Schaaf et al. 2014). Specifically, we hypothesized that dopamine D2 receptor binding, which was shown to differ between sexes ([@R53]), could be responsible for the different AR duration in males and females. Interestingly, D2 receptor binding has been also associated with the pathway that supports avoidance ("NoGo") learning, which is triggered by negative PEs in RL models (e.g., [@R27]; [@R26]). We thus predicted that manipulating the LR associated with negative PEs in the current model (α^−^, ε^−^) would affect mainly the simulated AR duration and parallel the reported sex-related difference in avoidance behavior.

[Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows AR rate and AR duration as a function of the different LRs. As predicted, increasing ε^−^ ([Fig. 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) produced a rapid decrease in AR duration (dashed green line) with a much milder decease in AR rate (solid red line). However, increasing α^−^ produced a similar decrease in both AR duration and AR rate ([Fig. 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), whereas increasing α^+^ and ε^+^ produced a similar increase in these variables ([Fig. 7A and 7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Thus, while partially meeting our prediction, these specific manipulations did not adequately address the full range of empirical results.

2.3. Discussion {#S10}
---------------

Here, we demonstrated that a simple actor-critic model can successfully simulate the acquisition of human escape-avoidance behavior, as demonstrated on a computer-based task closely related to common rodent avoidance paradigms. The behavioral paradigm that was simulated here includes two motivational components, namely reward (point gain) and punishment (point loss); the tendency to obtain the rewarding outcome may conflict and compete with the tendency to prevent the punishing outcome ([@R4]). As hypothesized, model simulations suggest that differential sensitivities to these outcomes result in distinct patterns of avoidance behavior and may shed light on the association between anxiety vulnerabilities and increased AR. Specifically, we show that increased punishment sensitivity might underlie the higher AR rate in inhibited individuals, whereas increased sensitivity ratio (sensitivity to punishment versus reward) might underlie the longer AR duration in females ([@R57]).

Indeed, the latter finding supports the idea that the balance between punishment and reward sensitivities is as important as these sensitivities themselves ([@R61]). This may be especially true during periods when reward and punishment coincide and tendencies to approach or avoid these outcomes conflict (approach-avoidance conflict; [@R4]). In the spaceship task, the warning period produces competition between the incentive to acquire points by shooting the enemy spaceship (which requires that the participant's spaceship remain in the central area) and the incentive to avoid the upcoming point loss (which requires a hiding response during which the ability to shoot is suspended). Model simulations suggest that the sex difference on AR duration reported by [@R57] is the result of different ratios between these competing incentives. Specifically, females' longer AR duration might be the result of higher punishment/reward sensitivity ratio. This is in agreement with prior work showing that female college students reported similar punishment sensitivity but lower reward sensitivity scores than male counterparts ([@R36]; [@R64]). Such a proposition might also provide an explanation for recent reports from both human and non-human animal literature, where females exhibited less approach behavior than males on an approach-avoidance paradigm ([@R4]; and [@R7], respectively), as well as on the spaceship task (i.e., less total points gained and less shooting attempts; [@R58]).

It is also interesting to note that male participants exhibited higher numerical values of AR rate than female participants ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); while this further supports the idea that AR rate and AR duration are distinct and independent types of responding (see opposite patterns in [Fig. 5F,H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), this trend was supported by neither the model simulation ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), nor by empirical findings in the later spaceship paper ([@R58]; data not shown) and should be further tested in future work.

While speculation as to the biological causes of the observed sex differences remains beyond the scope of this paper, obvious candidates that might influence reward/punishment sensitivity ratios in males and females might be the different levels of sex hormones (e.g., testosterone; [@R65]), as well as other forms of sexual dimorphisms, such as distinct neural activity in brain areas such as amygdala, insula, ventral striatum, prefrontal cortex and/or hippocampus ([@R3]; [@R5]). Interestingly, our results support the idea that distinct dopamine signaling characteristics might also be involved in the different approach/avoidance biases ([@R53]; [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, manipulating one LR in the actor (ε^−^) provides a close parallel to the sensitivity ratio manipulations (compare [Fig. 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} to [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and raises the possibility that D2 receptors in the dorsal striatum (associated with the actor; [@R48]; [@R18]) play a predominant role in the sex-related differences in avoidance behavior. Moreover, the association between lower LR and greater AR duration in [Fig. 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"} is consistent with females' lower D2 receptor affinity ([@R53]), further supporting the importance of the dorsal striatum in the sex differences observed in the current study. However, reports on sex differences in dopaminergic transmission are not consistent and caution should be used when interpreting these results (see also [@R23]; [@R51]; [@R43]). Future empirical work should specifically study D2 receptor characteristics in the dorsal striatum, test association with avoidance behavior, and use the current computational model to understand the relation to specific cognitive variables such as LRs.

In addition to the association with sex, the personality trait of inhibition affected performance in the spaceship task ([@R57]). The model suggests that this might be due to higher punishment sensitivity in those with inhibited temperament than in those with uninhibited temperament. This suggestion echoes prior suggestions that approach and avoidance tendencies might be linked to specific personality dimensions ([@R22]), and is consistent with Gray's biopsychological theory of personality, where a behavioral inhibition system and a behavioral activation system were proposed as the two systems that control behavioral activity ([@R14]). The behavioral inhibition system was thought to become activated by signals of novelty and punishment, and higher activity of this system was shown (by self-report questionnaires) to magnify reactions to negative events ([@R28]). Further, the specific relation of the behavioral inhibition system to punishment sensitivity is supported by the positive correlation between self-reported scores that assessed these two constructs in both healthy and clinical populations ([@R64]; and [@R33], respectively). Serotonin, a neuromodulator that was proposed to regulate the behavioral inhibition system ([@R17]), could be involved in punishment sensitivity and should be a target of future work. Overall, the proposition that links inhibited temperament to increased punishment sensitivity provides a simple explanation for the observation that inhibited individuals show facilitation in both operant ([@R57]; [@R59]) and classical ([@R45]) conditioning.

Importantly, while the model simulations presented in this part of the work offer plausible mechanisms that are consistent with empirical literature, they address the association between anxiety vulnerability and avoidance behavior only during the acquisition phase. However, greater responding during extinction, when no aversive events occur, is another predominant feature of many psychopathologies ([@R31]). In the following section, we adapt the current model to simulate both acquisition and extinction of human avoidance behavior. Due to the failure of specific LR manipulations to parallel differences between inhibited and uninhibited subjects ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and in order to maintain a simple framework, we proceed with the model configuration with fewer free parameters, where (α^+^)=(α^−^) and (ε^+^)=(ε^−^). Such configuration is consistent with other related models (e.g., [@R42]; [@R44]) and proposes a comprehensive mechanism that is based solely on individual differences in outcome sensitivities. We are specifically interested to test whether the same computational mechanism that was proposed to underlie differences in avoidance acquisition could be applied to address differences in extinction learning.

3. Extending the study to extinction learning {#S11}
=============================================

In the second study with the spaceship task, [@R58] extended their initial study ([@R57]) and demonstrated that this task can be successfully used to assess both the acquisition and the extinction of the escape-avoidance behavior in human subjects. Results from the acquisition phase generally replicated the results in [@R57]: female sex was associated with longer AR duration and inhibited individuals tended to demonstrate higher AR rate, although the latter relationship did not reach statistical significance in [@R58]. In addition, [@R58] also reported that females were slower to extinguish the avoidance behavior than males (shown by longer hiding duration during the warning period on extinction trials).

3.1. Methods {#S12}
------------

We used the model described earlier to include an extinction phase. Here, we followed the methodology used in [@R58]. First, all control trials (with W−) were removed from the acquisition phase and only the 12 warning trials (with W+) were left. These were followed by twelve extinction trials, which consisted of 15 timesteps with W+, followed by 45 ITI timesteps (with no signals/bombs; [Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

3.2. Results {#S13}
------------

[Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} shows avoidance and escape behavior over the 12 acquisition trials, as well as avoidance behavior during extinction trials (trials 13--23). In the current, as well as in the next part of this study, in all figures that describe responding across both the acquisition and extinction phases (i.e., [Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}--[13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}), a grey vertical line represents the end of the acquisition phase. The model successfully accounted for both acquisition and extinction of the avoidance behavior, as reported in [@R58]. Specifically, simulated females (simulated by increased sensitivity ratio) showed facilitated avoidance acquisition, slower extinction and similar rates of ER, compared to male counterparts ([Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, in spite of the change in the task design (omission of the control trials), the associations between inhibited temperament, female sex, AR rate and AR duration were replicated (similar to [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; simulation data not shown).

3.3. Discussion {#S14}
---------------

Impaired extinction learning is a key feature of anxiety disorders, where individuals continue to avoid fear-provoking situations even in the absence of actual threat ([@R31]). Interestingly, recent empirical work suggests that, similarly to animal models for anxiety vulnerability ([@R56]), healthy humans with anxiety vulnerability due to female sex exhibit slower extinction learning than males ([@R58]). Model simulations presented here provide a possible interpretation for these empirical findings, and suggest that the same mechanism that successfully accounted for females' facilitated acquisition learning (higher sensitivity ratio, see [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) can also account for their slower extinction learning ([Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

These model simulations continue to replicate the finding of longer AR duration in females than males ([@R57]), as shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. As in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and in [@R57], the model also continues to predict higher AR rate in inhibited than uninhibited participants. This suggests that, although the association between inhibition and AR rate did not reach significance in [@R58], this may be merely due to sampling error, rather than reflecting differences in task design (the omission of control trials); further empirical studies will be needed to clarify this issue.

Further, it is possible that more salient variations in the task design would affect avoidance behavior. For instance, a large literature discusses the involvement of cues that predict the nonoccurrence of an aversive event (i.e., SSs) in aversive learning in rodents, nonhuman primates and humans (for review, see [@R15]). Using the current avoidance task, [@R58] have recently demonstrated that the administration of an explicit visual SS during the acquisition phase of the task attenuated avoidance behavior. In the next section, we use the computational model to simulate the administration of SSs with the goal of revealing the mechanism that underlies their effect on behavior.

4. Testing the effect of safety signals {#S15}
=======================================

In the second study with the spaceship task, [@R58] also tested the effect of SSs on avoidance behavior. Results showed that administering SSs during the ITI on acquisition trials facilitated the extinction of the avoidance behavior (shown by decreased hiding during the warning period on extinction trials).

4.1. Methods {#S16}
------------

We used the model described in part 3.1 to simulate the administration of a signal associated with non-threat periods (i.e., SS). To parallel the procedure used by [@R58], we simulated SS administration during the ITI on all acquisition trials, as well as during the initial "practice" period. The SS was simulated by switching the value of the "safety signal" input in the model (input \#3; see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) to "1" during all corresponding timesteps. We first showed that the model correctly simulated behavioral differences between the two experimental groups ("with-SS" versus "without-SS"). We then investigated how connection strengths in the critic module (dashed blue arrows in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) changed as a result of the SS administration, to better understand the computational processes that underlie the simulated behavior. These connection strengths determine the predicted future value *V* and are associated with each input to the agent ([Eq. 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Based on this expected value, the critic calculates a PE ([Eq. 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is then used to update the connections in the actor (solid red arrows in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly to the connections in the critic, these connections are associated with the different inputs to the agent and their strengths determine the probability of choosing each action ([Eq. 5](#FD5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Weights were recorded for the 12 acquisition and 12 extinction trials, averaged across all timesteps on each trial. By performing such detailed analyses, we expected to reveal the specific inputs and actions that drove the model behavior.

4.2. Results {#S17}
------------

In agreement with empirical data, the administration of the SS in the model facilitated the extinction of the avoidance behavior (i.e., decreased hiding during the warning period on extinction trials) without affecting the ER ([Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). This was a main effect that occurred independent of sex or temperament in both the empirical data and the model (data not shown). There was also an attenuating effect of the SS on avoidance behavior during acquisition; however, this relationship did not reach significance in the empirical data and was weaker than the effect of the SS during extinction in the model.

Interestingly, analyses of the change in the weight of the model connections suggested that the attenuating effect of SS on avoidance behavior is due to the competing approach response (i.e., fighting). [Fig. 11A--E](#F11){ref-type="fig"} show the connection strengths in the critic (top panel; corresponds to the dashed blue arrows in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), across acquisition trials 1--12 and extinction trials 13--24. Recall that these weights are used to compute the predicted value (*V*) -- i.e., expectation of future reward or punishment, with positive weight values indicating expected punishment and negative values representing expected reward. Considering first the black lines, which represent the "without-SS" condition, [Fig. 11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is a mild increase in weights to the critic from the warning signal during acquisition when the warning signal predicts upcoming threat, followed by a mild decrease in the weight during extinction when warning signal no longer predicts threat (compare to the gradual acquisition and extinction of the avoidance behavior; [Fig. 10A,B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Further, [Fig. 11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"} shows that the acquisition is associated with a strong increase in weights to the critic from the aversive event (compare to the dramatic increase in ER; [Fig. 10C,D](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Note that there is no change in the weight encoding the safety signal ([Fig. 11B](#F11){ref-type="fig"}), since the SS is never presented in the without-SS condition. The final two inputs ([Fig. 11D,E](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) encode location of the participant's spaceship, and both show gradual increases over the acquisition phase, with a mild decrease during extinction.

Turning to the "with-SS" group, there is a similar pattern change in weights to the critic from the warning signal ([Fig. 11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}), from the aversive event ([Fig. 11C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) and from the safe area ([Fig. 11D](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) as in the without-SS group. However, since this condition does include presentation of the SS during periods of non-threat, the weights from the SS decrease across acquisition ([Fig. 11B](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). During extinction, the weights from the safety signal do not change further, because the SS is not presented during this phase, and so input \#3 is always zero during this phase. More interesting is the difference between with-SS and without-SS conditions in the weight from the central area ([Fig. 11E](#F11){ref-type="fig"}); this weight shows much lower values in the with-SS group, suggesting that the SS decreased the expected punishment associated with the central area.

In addition to changing weights in the critic, weights in the actor (solid red arrows in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are also updated based on prediction error ([Eq. 6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). There is one set of weights *m\["fight"\]\[i\]* from each input *i* to the "fight" response, and a second set *m\["hide"\]\[i\]* from each input *i* to the "hide" response; for simplicity, only the "fight" weights are shown in [Fig. 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}. Unsurprisingly, the weights to the actor from the various inputs are approximate inverses of those in the critic, since a prediction of upcoming punishment should reduce the likelihood of selecting a "fight" response; thus, for example, after the first few acquisition trials, the aversive event decreases the weight for "fight" (corresponding to a tendency to hide from the bomb; [Fig. 11F](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the SS increases the weight from the central area to the "fight" response, compared to the without-SS condition ([Fig. 11J](#F11){ref-type="fig"}).

The understanding of the mechanisms that result in such weight change is crucial. First, only weights of inputs that are active during a specific period can be updated (see [Eq. 3](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}; when *I~i~* =0, Δ*v* and Δ*m* would also be zero). Second, only weights of chosen actions *r* are updated ([Eq. 6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Third, as different periods in the task often share inputs \[e.g., input \#6 (being at the central area) can be activated during either the warning period, the bomb period or the ITI\], weight alterations during one period could affect model behavior during other periods. In the simulation of the spaceship task, as the subject's spaceship is in the central area during most of the SS appearance (around 92% of the ITI period; data not shown), the corresponding weight from the central area is the main one to be updated ([Fig. 11E,J](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Such a dramatic increase in the probability to choose the "fight" response when located in the central area during the ITI also affects the warning period, in which subjects spend more than 50% of the time in the central area (see [Fig. 10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) -- thus, resulting in a decrease of avoidance behavior (decreased hiding during the warning period). Importantly, [Fig. 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} presents actor weights that are associated with the "fight" response only; weights associated with the "hide" response were omitted due to a minimal change in their values across the trials (range: 0.8493--0.8559). Such minimal change in probability to hide is due to the fact that no reinforcement is provided when inside a safe area, which in turn results in a small PE ([Eq. 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and accordingly, a small change in probability to hide ([Eq. 6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Overall, these analyses suggest that the administration of SS during the ITI reinforced the inputs (SS and the state of being in the central area) and responses ("fight", i.e., stay in the central area) that occurred during that period; since some of these inputs and responses also occurred during other periods (e.g., during the warning period) -- behavior during those periods was accordingly affected by the SS.

4.3. Predicting manipulations to the safety signal {#S18}
--------------------------------------------------

We used the model to examine the effect of several manipulations to the SS. First, since common therapeutic approaches for pathological avoidance are based on extinction training ([@R6]), we tested whether the attenuating effect of SS on avoidance behavior could be obtained if the SS was administered during the extinction phase, instead of the acquisition phase. [Fig. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"} shows how administering SS during the ITI on acquisition trials (dotted green line) or on extinction trials (dashed green line) affected the acquisition and extinction of the avoidance behavior (assessed by hiding during the warning period), compared to performance when SS was absent (black solid line). Simulations suggested that administering the SS during the extinction phase did in fact facilitate extinction ([Fig. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}).

Second, in light of the important role of the competing appetitive component in modulating the attenuating effect of SS on avoidance behavior (as depicted in [Fig. 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}), we hypothesized that the sensitivity to reward (*R~reward~*) could mediate the SS effect. Simulations showed that administering the SS in a model with different *R~reward~* (but fixed *R~punish~*) values altered the attenuating effect of SS ([Fig. 13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}): When a low *R~reward~* value was used, the effect was minimal, during both the acquisition and extinction phases ([Fig. 13A](#F13){ref-type="fig"}); when medium and high *R~reward~* values were used, the effect of the SS was stronger, especially during the extinction phase of the task ([Fig. 13B--C](#F13){ref-type="fig"}).

Third, although a few animal studies have shown that the effect of an SS on avoidance behavior is independent of the SS duration ([@R29]; [@R13]; [@R11]), the paradigms that were used did not include an explicit appetitive component. Here, we tested the possibility that SS duration could mediate the effect of SS in the spaceship task, which includes an appetitive component (stay in the central area to shoot the enemy spaceship for point gain) that competes with the aversive component (hide and avoid point loss). [Fig. 14](#F14){ref-type="fig"} shows how administering the SS during the ITI on acquisition trials, in models with different ITI durations (10, 30 and 50 timesteps) modulated the attenuating effect of the SS on avoidance behavior ([Fig. 14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}): Similarly to the effect of different *R~reward~* values ([Fig. 13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}), the effect was minimal when short ITI was used ([Fig. 14A](#F14){ref-type="fig"}) and was stronger when medium and long durations were used, especially during the extinction phase of the task ([Fig. 14B--C](#F14){ref-type="fig"}).

4.4. Discussion {#S19}
---------------

Periods free from aversive events (i.e., safety periods) are thought to represent an appetitive component that is capable of modulating avoidance behavior in rodents ([@R20]; [@R10]). Moreover, it has been argued that signals that are associated with these periods (SSs) may provide positive reinforcement and may become inhibitors of fear ([@R15]). Although a rich rodent literature exists on this topic, the lack of a standardized methodology together with inconsistent results in the rodent literature (for review, see [@R58]) limit interpretation and translation of work to a human population. In addition, in spite of the importance of extinction learning as therapy for anxiety symptomatology, reports on the role of SSs in extinction are few and inconsistent. To bridge the gap between human and non-human animal literature, we have recently used the spaceship task to test the role of SS in human avoidance behavior ([@R58]). We found that the administration of a visual SS during ITI (and "practice" period) of the acquisition phase attenuated the demonstrated avoidance behavior. Consistent with these empirical findings, model simulations presented in the current work similarly demonstrate the decreased avoidance in response to SS administration.

While the model successfully replicates prior empirical findings on avoidance behavior, its core value lies in its ability to reveal mechanisms that could underlie the observed outcomes. Specifically, the ITI and the "practice" time are periods when reward is available and no punishment can occur. By administering an SS during these "safe" periods, the critic increased the values associated with the inputs that were active during these periods, corresponding to an expectation of reward. As the critic learned this prediction, weights were adjusted in the actor to favor the actions that were chosen (during these periods). Specifically, the actor increased the probability of "fighting" (remaining in the central area) when the SS was present. It is important to note that since different periods in the task often share inputs \[e.g., input \#6 (location at the central area) can be activated during either the warning period, the bomb period or the ITI\], such weight alteration also affected model behavior during the warning period -- the probability of remaining in the central area ("fighting") was increased, and accordingly, avoidance behavior was decreased. Such a link between SSs and the appetitive component of an avoidance paradigm is consistent with earlier rodent reports, where safe states (e.g., "non-shock areas") induced "relaxation", reduced avoidance, and were generalized to other states with similar cues ([@R20]).

Lastly, we used the model to generate several novel predictions, which would motivate new investigations to better exploit SSs as a vital component in anxiety therapy. First, while the effect of an SS administered during the acquisition phase is consistent with a large rodent literature and is important for promoting basic understanding of avoidance behavior, obtaining control over individual stimuli during real-life situations is not always possible. Thus, administering or removing potential SSs during acquisition of avoidance may not be practical. Cognitive-behavioral therapies, however, often rely on extinction learning, where individuals are exposed to the feared stimulus or outcome in the absence of actual danger ([@R6]). The model predicts that, similar to the effects of SS administration during the acquisition phase, an SS administered during the extinction phase would similarly lead to facilitation of extinction learning. Second, the model predicts that when reward sensitivity is high, the attenuating effect of the SS is also increased. Interestingly, the model also suggests that when reward sensitivity is low, the SS might have no effect -- a finding that might explain some of the inconsistency in the rodent literature, where effect of SSs on avoidance extinction is not always observed ([@R21]; [@R13]; [@R24]). Third, the model predicts that using longer safety (ITI) periods could help magnify the attenuating effect of SSs on avoidance behavior, especially in paradigms that include an explicit appetitive component.

5. Overall summary and conclusions {#S20}
==================================

In this work we first demonstrated that increased sensitivity to an aversive outcome could account for the higher AR rate demonstrated by inhibited individuals. This idea is consistent with Gray's original definition of a behavioral inhibition system ([@R14]) and provides a simple explanation for the association between inhibited temperament and facilitated avoidance learning on computer-based tasks ([@R59]; [@R57]). We then used the model to show that higher ratio of punishment/reward sensitivity could underlie the longer AR duration, as well as the slower extinction learning, demonstrated by females ([@R57]; [@R58]). Imbalance between the approach and avoidance systems has previously been argued to characterize anxiety disorders ([@R61]), and might partially explain why females are more vulnerable than males to anxiety disorders. Specific manipulations of the LRs also suggest that these sex differences might be mediated by dopaminergic signaling in the dorsal striatum -- an idea that is consistent with previous literature and should drive future empirical studies. The model further suggested an interpretation for the finding that SSs are capable of attenuating avoidance behavior ([@R58]), by increasing the probability of choosing a competing approach response.

The current work has important implications for future behavioral studies. First, the model made several novel predictions that could be tested empirically. We predicted that SSs administered during extinction learning would also retard avoidance behavior, that SSs might have a larger attenuating effect in individuals with high reward sensitivity, and that the effect of SSs on avoidance could be increased by using longer safety periods. The spaceship task and common rodent avoidance paradigms could be employed in future studies to test these predictions in both human and non-human subjects, respectively.

The model also predicted that females may have different relative sensitivity to reward versus punishment than males, while those with inhibited temperament should have greater sensitivity to punishment than those with uninhibited temperament. This might be explored in humans by self-report questionnaires that would specifically assess participants' approach-avoidance biases. Such questionnaires might include the Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire ([@R64]), the Behavioral Inhibition/Activation Scale ([@R14]), or specific ratings of the motivation to approach reward and avoid punishment during the task ([@R4]).

Importantly, the model described here specifically addresses the approach-avoidance conflict introduced by the spaceship task. As such, it uses a simplified environment where two competing responses are available: an approach response, which provides an opportunity to obtain reward ("fight") and an avoidance response, which prevents possible punishment ("hide"). Future empirical and computational work could further examine performance on the task by assessing the degree that such approach behavior translates to an actual reward, i.e., whether the subject chooses to "shoot" while being in the central area, and whether such shooting is accurate and hits the enemy spaceship.

It should also be noted that the current work used a parameter-tuning approach to test specific hypotheses regarding the role of distinct reward and punishment sensitivities in avoidance behavior. While a few models of avoidance behavior have been previously reported ([@R34]; [@R42]; [@R38]; [@R60]; [@R55]), the current model together with another parameter-tuning model of rodent avoidance behavior ([@R44]) represent the first attempts to use computational techniques to understand individual differences in this behavior. The parameter-tuning approach is often used to test the effect of specific parameters on the model behavior (e.g., Tables 1--2 in [@R50]), to simulate group differences (e.g., in Parkinson's disease; [@R41]) and is especially advantageous when addressing *a priori* hypotheses concerning possible abnormal processes in the studied subjects (for review, see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in [@R39]). Moreover, we predicted that the proposed mechanisms would successfully describe group differences across several experiments; utilizing a model with a fixed set of tuned parameters provides a simplified and unified framework that can potentially explain such a complex empirical dataset. Future computational efforts could further extend the current findings and use a fitting approach to simulate data at the individual level and test whether other specific parametric configurations could offer an alternative explanation (e.g., see [@R27]; [@R26]); a synergistic use of different approaches or models at different levels of abstraction should also be considered ([@R39]). Overall, it should be clear that rather than providing the best explanation, this work merely proposes one simple and comprehensive mechanism that should be tested by future empirical analyses.

Lastly, future work should build on the empirical and computational grounds presented here to address other important features of avoidance learning, e.g., the role of response-stimulus contingency in the effect of SSs on avoidance acquisition: While prior rodent studies demonstrated that the presence of an SS facilitated acquisition of AR, Sheynin et al.'s (2014b) study showed the opposite pattern; Sheynin et al. raised the possibility that such discrepancy is due to the contingency of the SS on the rat's ER/AR, whereas in the spaceship task the SS always appeared at the end of the bomb period, regardless of the subject's behavior. Another phenomenon that could be investigated is "warm-up" (decreased AR at the beginning of a new session); lack of warm-up was shown to characterize vulnerable subjects in both empirical rodent work and computational modeling ([@R56]; and [@R44], respectively). Further, the spaceship task and the computational model could be used to study active versus passive avoidance mechanisms, and specifically, testing the idea that female sex and inhibited temperament might be associated with different types of avoidance ([@R58]). Lastly, RL models have been linked to brain substrates; specifically, fMRI and electrophysiological studies provided evidence for the idea that the critic (value prediction) is related to the ventral striatum and the actor (action selection) is related to the dorsal striatum in both humans and rodents ([@R48]; and [@R18], respectively). Possible future directions could include functional neuroimaging (e.g., fMRI) studies of humans performing the spaceship task, to reveal the brain areas that are involved in different patterns of the avoidance behavior (e.g., higher AR rate or longer AR duration) in individuals with different anxiety vulnerabilities.

In sum, the current work presents for the first time the use of computational modeling techniques to study the processes that might result in greater avoidance in vulnerable individuals, which in turn might subsequently increase the development of pathological avoidance behaviors. Importantly, by simulating human behavior on a task that was developed to parallel common animal paradigms, this work helps to bridge the gap between human and non-human avoidance literature. The model simulations propose a simple and unified explanation for a series of empirical reports obtained from healthy college students with anxiety vulnerabilities; this explanation is based solely on individual differences in sensitivity to rewarding and punishing outcomes, and as such, may generalize from experimental to real-world settings. Finally, we used the model to generate several predictions regarding how SSs could be used to promote or retard avoidance; if these predictions are upheld, this would provide further support for the computational model and could also provide valuable insight to clinicians seeking to optimize extinction-based therapies for individuals with pathological avoidance.
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![Computer-based escape-avoidance task (adapted from [@R57] (A--D); [@R58] (E)). (A) Participants controlled a spaceship located at the bottom of the screen and were instructed to maximize their score. They could learn that a reward (one point) could be obtained by shooting and destroying an enemy spaceship that was moving on the screen. (B) In the original study ([@R57]), every 20 s, a signal (a colored rectangle at the top of the screen) appeared for 5 s. Depending on its color, the signal could be a warning signal (W+) or a control signal (W−). (C) W+ was always followed by appearance of a bomb, which remained onscreen for another 5 s (bomb period), during which a maximum of 30 points could be lost. (D) Participants could learn to protect themselves from this aversive event by moving their spaceship to a specific "safe area" on the screen; moving there during the bomb period terminated the point loss (ER), while moving during the warning period could completely prevent any point loss (AR). Importantly, while in the safe area, it was impossible to shoot the enemy spaceship and obtain reward. (E) [@R58] modified this task by eliminating control trials and adding an SS (yellow lights) which appeared during the ITI on acquisition trials. Labels shown in white text are for illustration only and did not appear on the screen during the task.](nihms662360f1){#F1}

![Decision process representation of a trial during the acquisition phase of the computer-based avoidance paradigm. Each simulated trial was divided into 60 timesteps, where each timestep represented 0.33 s. On each timestep, a total of four inputs were provided to the model: presence or absence of a warning signal (W+), a control signal (W−), an SS and an aversive event (bomb). On each timestep, the agent chose between two actions -- "fight" (remain/move to the central area; dashed red arrows) or "hide" (remain/move into a "safe area"; solid green arrows). When located in the central area during the bomb period, external reinforcement was *R~punish~* (point loss; depicted by *R*~−~). When located in the central area during the warning period or the ITI, reinforcement was *R~reward~* (point gain; depicted by *R*~+~). When located in a "safe area", reinforcement was always zero (no points gained or lost). (A) Warning trials included 15 timesteps with W+, followed by 15 timesteps with a bomb, followed by 30 timesteps of ITI. (B) Control trials included 15 timesteps with W−, followed by 45 timesteps of ITI (no bomb period).](nihms662360f2){#F2}

![The network model ("agent") architecture. On each timestep, six binary inputs signaled the presence or absence of the (1) warning signal (W+) (2) control signal (W−) (3) safety signal (4) aversive event (bomb), as well as the location of the subject's spaceship -- (5) inside a "safe area" or (6) in the central area of the screen. On each timestep, the critic computed prediction error (the change in expected future reinforcement; [Eq. 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This prediction error was used to update (thick green arrows) the connections from the inputs to the critic ([Eq. 3](#FD3){ref-type="disp-formula"}; dashed blue arrows), as well as the connections from the inputs to the actor ([Eq. 6](#FD6){ref-type="disp-formula"}; solid red arrows). These updated connections in the actor were used to generate a response, according to a softmax probabilistic rule ([Eq. 4](#FD4){ref-type="disp-formula"}).](nihms662360f3){#F3}

![AR as a function of parameter manipulations in the model. (A) AR rate and AR duration (solid red and dashed green lines, respectively) as a function of increasing sensitivity to punishment but fixed sensitivity to reward (*R~reward~* = −0.9). (B) AR rate and AR duration as a function of increasing sensitivity to punishment but fixed sensitivity ratio (ratio=50; i.e., sensitivity to reward was proportionally increased). (C) AR rate and AR duration as a function of increasing sensitivity ratio but fixed sensitivity to punishment (*R~punish~* = 45). Based on these results, values were set to define "females" versus "males" \[vertical lines in (C)\] and "inhibited" versus "uninhibited" \[vertical lines in (B)\] simulations, as described in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f4){#F4}

![AR rate and AR duration values (solid red and striped green, respectively) of inhibited versus uninhibited subjects (A--D) and of males versus females (E--H), in the model (left) and empirical data (adapted from [@R57]). Both the model and the empirical data suggest that inhibited temperament is a stronger predictor of AR rate (A--D), whereas sex is a stronger predictor of AR duration (E--H). See the main text for a detailed explanation of these analyses, as well as a discussion on the discrepancy between simulated and empirical findings on AR rate in males and females (Fig. 5E,F). Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f5){#F5}

![Total hiding during the different task periods (dotted = control period; dashed = warning period; solid = bomb period), in (A) the model and (B) empirical data (adapted from [@R57]). Both the model and the empirical data show that subjects quickly learn the ER, gradually learn the avoidance behavior and show little hiding during the control period. Model simulations were run the same number of times as the different group sizes in the empirical data \[i.e., uninhibited males (*n*=22), uninhibited females (*n*=24), inhibited males (*n*=14) and inhibited females (*n*=35)\]. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f6){#F6}

![AR rate and AR duration (solid red and dashed green lines, respectively) as a function of specific LR manipulations in the model. (A) Manipulating the LR associated with positive PEs in the critic; α^+^. (B) Manipulating the LR associated with negative PEs in the critic; α^−^. (C) Manipulating the LR associated with positive PEs in the actor; ε^+^. (D) Manipulating the LR associated with negative PEs in the actor; ε^−^. Overall, results support the idea that changes in LRs that are associated with negative PEs might parallel the sex differences in AR duration described in the current study. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f7){#F7}

![Decision process representation of a trial during the extinction phase in the computer-based avoidance paradigm. All extinction trials included 15 timesteps with a W+ signal, followed by 45 timesteps of ITI. The acquisition phase followed a similar design as described earlier, but only including warning trials ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).](nihms662360f8){#F8}

![Hiding during the warning period \[(A--B) avoidance behavior\] and during the bomb period \[(C--D) ER\] during acquisition (trials 1--12) and extinction (trials 13--24). Note that there is no bomb period during extinction trials. Analyses compared hiding performance in male versus female individuals (dotted versus solid lines, respectively). In both the model (A,C) and empirical data (B,D; adapted from [@R58] "without-SS" group), females showed facilitated acquisition and slower extinction of the avoidance behavior compared to males, with no difference on ER. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f9){#F9}

![Hiding during the warning period \[(A--B) avoidance behavior\] and during the bomb period \[(C--D) ER\] for acquisition trials 1--12 and extinction trials 13--24 (note that there is no bomb period in extinction trials). Analyses compared the behavior of subjects performing an avoidance task with versus without SS (dotted green versus solid black lines, respectively). In both the model (A,C) and empirical data (B,D; adapted from [@R58]), the SS facilitated the extinction of the avoidance behavior, without affecting ER. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f10){#F10}

![Changes in model weights across 12 acquisition and 12 extinction trials, with and without the presence of an SS during ITI (and "practice" period) on acquisition trials (dotted green versus solid black lines, respectively). Overall, data suggest that simulated behavioral changes were driven mainly by decreased values (decreased predicted punishment) of the connections associated with the presence of the SS and the state of being at the central area (B,E), which in turn, resulted in increased probability to choose the "fight" response when these inputs were activated (G,J). For a detailed explanation of these analyses, see main text. For clarity, several features were omitted from the figure: input \#2 was omitted as it represents the presence of the control signal, which was always set to zero in this simulation; the actor's connections associated with the "hide" response were omitted due to a minimal change in their values for all the inputs (range: 0.8493--0.8559) -- suggesting that learning affected mainly the competing "fight" response. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f11){#F11}

![Simulating the effect of an SS administered during different phases of the task. An SS administered during the acquisition phase (dotted green line) or extinction phase (dashed green line) facilitated extinction learning, compared to simulations without an SS on either phase (solid black). Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f12){#F12}

![Simulating the effect of SS administration in models with different reward (but fixed punishment) sensitivity values \[(A--C) *R~punish~* = 45 (A) low *R~reward~* = −0.45 (B) medium *R*~reward~ = −0.9 (C) high *R~reward~* = −1.29\]; "with-SS" (green dotted line) versus "without-SS" (black solid line). While all simulations show an attenuating effect of the SS on avoidance, this effect was stronger in simulations with higher *R~reward~*. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f13){#F13}

![Simulating the effect of SS administration during the ITI on acquisition trials, in models with different ITI durations \[(A) short ITI = 10 timesteps (B) medium ITI = 30 timesteps (C) long ITI = 50 timesteps\]; "with-SS" (green dotted line) versus "without-SS" (black solid line). While all simulations show an attenuating effect of SS on avoidance, this effect was dependent on the ITI duration and was stronger when ITI was longer. Error bars indicate SEM.](nihms662360f14){#F14}

###### Highlights

A reinforcement-learning model successfully simulated human avoidance behavior.Distinct reward and punishment sensitivity ratio might underlie sex differences.Distinct punishment sensitivity might underlie inhibited temperament differences.Attenuating effect of safety-signals is due to the competing approach response.Safety-signals might be used in cognitive-behavior therapies to reduce avoidance.
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